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Abstract

In the Selective Coloring problem, we are given an integer k, a
graph G, and a partition of V (G) into p parts, and the goal is to decide
whether or not we can pick exactly one vertex of each part and obtain a
k-colorable induced subgraph of G. This generalization of Vertex Col-

oring has only recently begun to be studied by Demange et al. [The-
oretical Computer Science, 2014], motivated by scheduling problems on
distributed systems, with Guo et al. [TAMC, 2020] discussing the first
results on the parameterized complexity of the problem. In this work, we
study multiple structural parameterizations for Selective Coloring.
We begin by revisiting the many hardness results of Demange et al. and
show how they may be used to provide intractability proofs for widely
used parameters such as pathwidth, distance to co-cluster, and max leaf
number. Afterwards, we present fixed-parameter tractability algorithms
when parameterizing by distance to cluster, or under the joint parame-
terizations treewidth and number of parts, and co-treewidth and number
of parts. Our main contribution is a proof that, for every fixed k ≥ 1,
Selective Coloring does not admit a polynomial kernel when jointly
parameterized by the vertex cover number and the number of parts, which
implies that Multicolored Independent Set does not admit a poly-
nomial kernel under the same parameterization.

1 Introduction

Practical scheduling or task assignment problems are often modeled as graph
coloring problems [1, 20, 24], with different constraints on the intended applica-
tion leading to problems with significantly different complexities. For instance,
Vertex Coloring can be solved in polynomial time on perfect graphs [17],
while Equitable Coloring is NP-complete on block graphs [16]. In this work,
we investigate a problem first discussed by Li and Simha [21] in the context of
the wavelength division multiplexing optical networks, which they dubbed the
Partition Coloring problem, which is also known as Selective Coloring;
they showed that the problem was NP-hard and began working on heuristics for
it, which have since then been further developed by Noronha and Ribeiro [22].
We adopt the later nomenclature, and formally define the problem as follows:
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Selective Coloring
Instance: A graph G, a partition V of V (G), and an integer k.
Question: Is there a k-colorable induced subgraph of G containing exactly
one vertex of each part of V?

When the number of colors k is fixed, we refer to the problem as Selec-
tive k-Coloring. In the complexity front, Demange et al. [12] conducted an
extensive study on the complexity of Selective k-Coloring and the optimiza-
tion version of Selective Coloring, which they named Sel-Col, on graph
classes. We only work with the decision version of the problem, so the following
results are translations of their proofs regarding Sel-Col. On the negative
side, Demange et al. [12] proved that Selective Coloring is NP-complete on
split graphs, complete multipartite graphs, and planar graphs of maximum de-
gree three, that Selective k-coloring is NP-complete when k = 1 on paths,
cycles, disjoint union of C4’s, and on subcubic planar graphs. Meanwhile, they
showed that Selective Coloring can be solved in polynomial time on disjoint
union cliques, threshold graphs, graphs with stability number two, and, for every
fixed q, on complete q-partite graphs. Later on, Demange et al. [11] settled the
complexity of Selective k-coloring for other graphs classes, showing that,
when k = 1, the problem is NP-complete on subcubic planar unit disk graphs
and permutation graphs and, when k = 2, it is NP-complete on twin graphs [8].
They also worked on a worst case version of Selective Coloring, i.e. the
task to finding an induced subgraph of G that contains one vertex of each part
of V that has the maximum possible chromatic number. In both papers, the
authors further refined their analysis by imposing constraints on the parts of
the partition, but we omit these discussions for brevity.

In terms of parameterized complexity, the results of Demange et al. [11,
12] imply that Selective Coloring is paraNP-hard on multiple structural
parameters, namely: treedepth, distance to disjoint paths, cotreewidth, max
leaf number, distance to co-cluster, distance to bipartite, and feedback edge
set, even when the number of colors is also used as parameter. More recently,
Guo et al. [18] showed an XP algorithm when parameterized by the number of
parts in V and some initial parameterized complexity results. At this point, it is
important to note that, while Selective Coloring is a clear generalization of
Vertex Coloring, Selective 1-coloring is equivalent to a central problem
in parameterized complexity known as Multicolored Independent Set [9]
where, given a graph G and a k-coloring of its vertices, we are tasked with
finding an independent set containing one vertex of each color. Theorem 5.6 of
Demange et al. [12] implies that Multicolored Independent is paraNP-hard
when parameterized by max leaf number if all parts have two or three vertices;
it is currently unknown whether the latter condition is necessary to achieve
hardness under this parameterization.

Our results. The main contributions of this work are complexity results for
structural parameterizations of Selective Coloring. In particular, we show
that Selective Coloring is fixed parameter tractable when parameterized by
distance to cluster, treewidth and number of parts of V , and by cotreewidth and
number of colors. The first result generalizes the proof of Demange et al. [12]
that Selective Coloring is polynomial time solvable on disjoint union of
cliques, while the latter two imply that their reductions for graphs of constant
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treewidth and co-treewidth cannot be strengthened to also fix the number of
parts and colors, respectively. On the negative side, we show that, for ev-
ery fixed k ≥ 1, Selective k-Coloring does not admit a polynomial kernel
when simultaneously parameterized by vertex cover and number of parts unless
NP ⊆ coNP/poly, which implies that Multicolored Independent Set has
no polynomial kernel under the same parameterization and complexity hypoth-
esis, which we believe to be of special interest to the community.

2 Notation and Terminology

We refer the reader to [9] for basic background on parameterized complexity, and
recall here only some basic definitions. A parameterized problem is a language
L ⊆ Σ∗ × N. For an instance I = (x, q) ∈ Σ∗ × N, q is called the parameter. A
parameterized problem is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) if there exists an algo-
rithm A, a computable function f , and a constant c such that given an instance
(x, q), A correctly decides whether I ∈ L in time bounded by f(q) · |I|c; in this
case, A is called an FPT algorithm. A kernelization algorithm, or just kernel, for
a parameterized problem Π takes an instance (x, q) of the problem and, in time
polynomial in |x| + q, outputs an instance (x′, q′) such that |x′|, q′ 6 g(q) for
some function g, and (x, q) ∈ Π if and only if (x′, q′) ∈ Π. Function g is called
the size of the kernel and may be viewed as a measure of the “compressibil-
ity” of a problem using polynomial-time pre-processing rules. A kernel is called
polynomial if g(q) is a polynomial function in q. A breakthrough result of Bod-
laender et al. [2] gave the first framework for proving that some parameterized
problems do not admit polynomial kernels, by establishing so-called composition
algorithms. Together with a result of Fortnow and Santhanam [15], this allows
to exclude polynomial kernels under the assumption that NP * coNP/poly, oth-
erwise implying a collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to its third level [25];
see [14] for a recent book on kernelization.

We use standard graph theory notation and nomenclature for our parame-
ters, following classical textbooks in the areas [4,9]. Define [k] = {1, . . . , k}. A k-
coloring ϕ of a graph G is a function ϕ : V (G) 7→ [k]. Alternatively, a k-coloring
is a k-partition V (G) ∼ {ϕ1, . . . , ϕk} such that ϕi = {u ∈ V (G) | ϕ(u) = i}.
Unless stated, all colorings are proper. If V is a partition of V (G) into p parts
and S ⊆ [p], we say that X ⊆ V (G) is S-selective if, for every i ∈ S, |X∩Vi| = 1
and X has no more vertices; we say that X hits Vi if X ∩ Vi 6= ∅. A graph is
a cluster graph if each of its connected components is a clique; the distance to
cluster of a graph G, denoted by dc(G), is the size of the smallest set U ⊆ V (G)
such that G− U is a cluster (co-cluster) graph. Using the terminology of [6], a
set U ⊆ V (G) is an F -modulator of G if the graph G− U belongs to the graph
class F . When the context is clear, we omit the qualifier F . For cluster graphs,
one can decide if G admits a modulator of size k in time FPT on k [5].

3 Selective Coloring parameterized by distance

to cluster

Our first goal is to prove that Selective Coloring can be solved in FPT time
when parameterized by the distance to cluster of the input graph. Throughout
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this section, we denote the modulator by U , the connected components of G−U
by C = {C1, . . . , Cr}, and by V(X) the parts of V that contain some vertex of
X ⊆ V (G).

The initial step of our algorithm is to first guess which of the 2|U| subsets
of U shall be present in the solution and, afterwards, guess one of the |U ||U|

possible colorings of this subset; the final step is to show how one can determine
if these guesses can be extended to account for the vertices of G− U . As such,
suppose we are given U , C, a subset X ⊆ U that contains at most one vertex of
each part of the p parts of V , and a coloring ϕ′ ofX . We build an auxiliary graph
H as follows: V (H) = {s, t}∪A∪W ∪ (V (G) \U)∪P , where A = {a1, . . . , ak}
represents the colors we may assign to vertices, W = {wij | i ∈ [k], j ∈ [r]}
whose role is to maintain the property of the coloring, s is the source of the
flow, t is the sink of the flow, V (G) = {v1, . . . , vn} are the vertices of G, and
P = {ρ1, . . . , ρp} control that only one vertex may be picked per part of V . For
the arcs, we have E(H) = S ∪ F ∪ R ∪ L ∪ T , where S = {(s, ai) | i ∈ [k]},
F = {(ai, wij) | i ∈ [k], j ∈ [r]}, R = {(wij , vℓ) | vℓ ∈ Cj , N(vℓ) ∩ ϕ′

i = ∅},
L = {(vℓ, ρj) | vℓ ∈ Vj}, and T = {(ρj , t) | Vj ∩X = ∅}. As to the capacity of
the arcs, we define c : E(H) → N, with c(e ∈ S) = p, and c(e ∈ F∪R∪L∪T ) = 1.
Semantically, the vertices of A correspond to the k colors, while each wij ensures
that cluster Cj has at most one vertex of color i. Regarding the arcs, R encodes
the adjacency between vertices of the clusters and colored vertices in X , and L
encodes which parts have already been hit by X . Note that the arcs in R and L
are the only ones affected by the pre-coloring ϕ′. An example of the constructed
graph can be found in Figure 1.

v1 v2
v7

v3 v4

v5 v6

s

a1

a2

t

w11 v3

w12 v4

w21 v5

w22 v6

ρ1

ρ4

ρ2

ρ3

Figure 1: (left) The input graph with U = {v1, v2, v7} and parts defined by
vertices of different shapes and colors; (right) Auxiliary graph constructed from
the pre-coloring of X = {v1, v2} that has ϕ′(vi) = i. Solid arcs have unit
capacity; dashed arcs have capacity equal to |V|.

Now, let f : E(H) → N be the function corresponding to the max-flow
from s to t obtained using any of the algorithms available in the literature [7].
Our first observation, as given by the following lemma, is that, if no (s, t)-flow
saturates the outbound arcs of s, then we cannot extend ϕ′.

Lemma 1. If there is some e ∈ T with f(e) = 0, then G has no induced
subgraph that hits every part of V once, contains X, and admits a k-coloring
that extends ϕ′.

Proof. By contraposition, suppose that there is a coloring ϕ satisfying the condi-
tions of the statement, and let G∗ be the induced subgraph of G that containsX
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and is [p]-selective. For each v ∈ Cj∩ϕi∩Vℓ, we push one flow unit along the path
〈s, ai, wij , v, ρℓ, t〉. This process does not exceed the capacities of the involved
arcs because: (i) we use at most p units of flow, so f((s, ai)) ≤ p = c((s, ai)),
(ii) ϕ is a proper coloring of G∗, so at most one vertex of clique Cj is in ϕi,
implying f((ai, wij)) ≤ 1, (iii) to each v ∈ V (G∗) ∩ Cj is assigned a single
color i, so f((wij , v)) ≤ 1, and (iv) V (G∗) is [p]-selective, so there is a unique
v ∈ V (G∗) ∩ Vℓ, implying f((ρℓ, t)) = 1, for every (ρℓ, t) ∈ T .

Lemma 2. The maximum (s, t)-flow given by f is equal to |V \ V(X)| if and
only if there is an induced subgraph G∗ of G that hits every part of V once,
contains X, and admits a k-coloring that extends ϕ′.

Proof. For the forward direction, we construct G∗ starting with X and then
picking, for each Vℓ ∈ V \ V(X), the unique vertex v ∈ V (H) ∩ V (G) that has
f((v, ρℓ)) = 1; such a vertex must exist for each Vℓ /∈ V(X) since the maximum
flow is equal to |V \ V(X)| and through each ρℓ passes a different flow unit.
As to the coloring ϕ, we set ϕ(u ∈ X) = ϕ′(u) and, for each j ∈ [r] and
v ∈ V (G∗) ∩ Cj , set ϕ(v) = i if and only if f((wij , v)) = 1. This coloring
is proper since ϕ′ is proper and for every arc (ai, wij) ∈ E(H), we have that
f((ai, wij)) ≤ 1, so no two vertices of a clique have the same color, and arc
(wij , v) is in E(H) if and only if v has no neighbor in X colored with i. As
such, we have that V (G∗) is [p]-selective and is k-colorable. For the converse, it
suffices to apply the contraposition of Lemma 1.

At this point we are essentially done. Lemmas 1 and 2 guarantee that, if
the max-flow algorithm fails to yield a large enough flow, the fixed pre-coloring
ϕ′ of X ⊆ U cannot be extended; moreover, the latter also implies that, if an
extension is possible, max-flow correctly finds it.

Theorem 3. Selective Coloring parameterized by distance to cluster can
be solved in FPT time.

Proof. For each X ⊆ U and each a coloring ϕ′ of X , we construct H as before
and execute a max-flow algorithm. By Lemma 2, the max flow of H is equal to
|V\V(X)| if and only if there is an induced subgraphG∗ of G that hits every part
of V exactly once, contains X , and admits a k-coloring that extends ϕ′. Guess
X , guess ϕ′, summon construction, profit. If no choice of (X,ϕ′) admits a valid
extension, (G,V , k) is a negative instance of Selective Coloring. Otherwise,
there is some (X,ϕ′) that can be extended and, again by Lemma 2, we can find
the corresponding coloring in polynomial time. As to the complexity, there are
at most 2|U| choices ofX and, for eachX , B|X| possible colorings ofX , where Bn

is the n-th Bell number; consequently, our algorithm runs in O
(

2|U|B|U|poly(n)
)

time if |V (G)| = n.

4 Treewidth and number of parts

As shown in [12], for k = 1, Selective k-Coloring is NP-hard on disjoint
union of P3’s, implying that the problem is paraNP-hard when jointly param-
eterized by treedepth and distance to disjoint paths. Their proof employed a
reduction from 3-SAT and the size of V was linear in the number of variables of
the formula. We show that this reduction cannot be strengthened to also bound
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the number of parts by presenting an FPT algorithm when parameterizing by
the treewidth t and number of parts p. Before proceeding to the algorithm,
note that we may assume that k ≤ t, otherwise the input graph G itself is k-
colorable, so all of its induced subgraphs will be k-colorable, and (G,V , k) would
be a trivially positive instance of Selective Coloring.

A tree decomposition of a graph G is a pair T = (T,B = {Bj | j ∈ V (T )}),
where T is a tree and B ⊆ 2V (G) is a family where:

⋃

Bj∈B Bj = V (G); for every

edge uv ∈ E(G) there is some Bj such that {u, v} ⊆ Bj ; for every i, j, q ∈ V (T ),
if q is in the path between i and j in T , then Bi ∩ Bj ⊆ Bq. Each Bj ∈ B is
called a bag of the tree decomposition. G has treewidth at most t if it admits
a tree decomposition such that no bag has more than t + 1 vertices. For more
on treewidth, we refer to [23]. After rooting T , Gx denotes the subgraph of G
induced by the vertices contained in any bag that belongs to the subtree of T
rooted at bag x. An algorithmically useful property of tree decompositions is
the existence of a nice tree decomposition of minimum width and O(t|V (G)|)
nodes.

Definition 4 (Nice tree decomposition). A tree decomposition T of G is said
to be nice if its tree is rooted at, say, the empty bag r(T ) and each of its bags
is from one of the following four types:

1. Leaf node: a leaf x of T with Bx = ∅.

2. Introduce vertex node: an inner bag x of T with one child y such that
Bx \By = {u}.

3. Forget node: an inner bag x of T with one child y such that By \Bx = {u}.

4. Join node: an inner bag x of T with two children y, z such that Bx =
By = Bz.

Theorem 5. Selective Coloring parameterized by treewidth t and number
of parts p is in FPT.

Proof. We present a dynamic programming algorithm over a nice tree decom-
position T = (T,B) of G, which we assume to be given in the input; w.l.o.g.
we assume that T is rooted at a forget node. For each node x of T , we have a
table fx indexed by S ∈ 2[p] and a coloring ϕ of the vertices in Bx. We want
to show that fx(S, ϕ) = 1 if and only if there is a k-colorable induced subgraph
of Gx where, for each j ∈ S, there is some vertex in V (Gx) ∩ Vj \ Bx, and for
every Bx can be colored according to ϕ. For the next cases, let x be the node
we are interested in solving; also, let us denote by ϕ↑v,i the coloring obtained by
extending ϕ to include v on color class i, and ϕ↓v the restriction of ϕ obtained
by discoloring v. To simplify our transition functions, whenever there is some
vertex u colored by ϕ but V(u) ∈ S, we say that fx(S, ϕ) = 0, since this would
imply that two distinct vertices of the same part were picked by the solution;
we also set fx(S, ϕ) = 0 if some color class of ϕ does not induce an independent
set of Bx. Note that these checks can be performed in O

(

n2
)

time.
Leaf node. Since Bx = ∅ and x has no children in T , we set fx(∅, ∅) = 1.
Introduce node. Let y ∈ V (T ) be the child of x and v ∈ Bx\By. We compute

fx(S, ϕ) according as follows:
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fx(S, ϕ) =

{

fy(S, ϕ), if ϕ↓v = ϕ;

fy(S, ϕ
↓v), otherwise.

(1)

In the first case of Equation 1, we are dealing with the situation where v
was not colored by ϕ, so any solution to Gy is valid for Gx under the same
constraints imposed by S and ϕ. Otherwise, v was colored by ϕ and, since
V(v) /∈ S, any partial solution of Gy that has not picked a vertex of the same
part as v and has no neighbor of v colored with ϕ(v) can be directly extended
include v, under the constraints given by S.

Forget node. Again, let y ∈ V (T ) be the child of x but v ∈ By \ Bx. We
compute fx as follows:

fx(S, ϕ) =







fy(S, ϕ), if V(v) /∈ S;

max

{

fy(S, ϕ),max
i∈[k]

{

fy(S \ V(v), ϕ↑v,i)
}

}

, otherwise.
(2)

For the first case, since V(v) /∈ S, v cannot be in any solution of Gx and,
consequently, every solution to Gx under S and ϕ must also be a solution to
Gy under the same S and ϕ. For the second case, we know that some vertex of
V(v) has been selected, which could be some vertex different from v, i.e. v was
not colored in Gy, or it was v, but in this case we must check, for each possible
coloring of v, if it is possible to color find a solution to Gy that uses no other
vertex of V(v) and By is colored according to an extension of ϕ that includes v,
i.e. there must be a solution represented by fy(S \ V(v), ϕ↑v,i), for some i ∈ [k].

Join node. Let y, z ∈ V (T ) be the children of x. We transition according to
Equation 3.

fx(S, ϕ) = max
R⊆S

{fy(R,ϕ)fx(S \R,ϕ)} (3)

If Gx is a solution respecting S and ϕ, there are vertices in Gy \Bx that hit
some of the parts required by S, while all other parts must be hit by vertices of
Gz \Bx; since Bx separates Gy \Bx and Gz \Bx, no part may be hit by partial
solutions to both Gy \ Bx and Gz \ Bx. Since, a priori, we do not know how
these hits are spread across Gy \Bx and Gz \Bx, we must test, for each R ⊆ S,
if there is a solution to Gy restricted to R and ϕ and a solution to Gz restricted
to S \R and ϕ, which is what is computed by Equation 3.

Since T is rooted at a forget node r, we may read the solution to the problem
by checking if fr([p], ∅) = 1, i.e. there is a solution to Gr = G that touches
all p parts of V . The correctness of the algorithm follows from our previous
arguments. As to the running time, for each x ∈ V (T ), we have O(2pBt) entries
to fx, where Bn is the n-th Bell number. For each entry, we need O(1) time for
leaf and introduce nodes, O(t) time for forget nodes, and O(2p) time for join
nodes, totalling a running time of the order of O

(

4pBtn
3
)

time.

5 Cotreewidth and number of colors

Cotreewidth, the treewidth of the complementary graph, has recently begun
to attract the attention of the community. It has been shown to yield FPT
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algorithms for problems which are W[1]-hard for either treewidth or cliquewidth,
such as Equitable Coloring [16] and dense subgraph detection [19]. This is
not the case, however, for Selective Coloring: Demange et al. [12] have
shown that the problem is NP-hard for complete q-partite graphs even when the
size of each independent set is at most three, i.e. the complementary graph is
the disjoint union of triangles, which has treewidth equal to two, and implies
that Selective Coloring is paraNP-hard when parameterized by cotreewidth.
While we have shown in Section 4 that the problem is fixed parameter tractable
under treewidth and number of parts, here we show that we can also attain
tractability when parameterizing by cotreewidth and number of colors. As done
with Equitable Coloring [16], we deal with the complementary problem
parameterized by treewidth and number of colors, i.e. Selective Clique
Partition, which, given G, V , and k, asks for a partition into cliques of size k
that uses one vertex of each part of V . We first show that the intuitively more
powerful parameterization treewidth and number of parts is actually equivalent
to treewidth and number of colors.

Observation 6. If p > kt, then (G,V) is a negative instance of Selective
Clique Partition.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is a partition into cliques of G given
by {C1, . . . , Ck}. Since each Ci is a clique, it must be entirely contained in
some bag of T, i.e. we have that |Ci| ≤ t and, thus,

∑

i∈[k] |Ci| ≤ kt. Since our

solution hits each part of V exactly once, it also holds that
∑

i∈[k] |Ci| = p, a
contradiction.

Theorem 7. Selective Clique Partition parameterized by treewidth and
number of parts is in FPT.

Proof. Much like in Theorem 5, our approach is to show a dynamic programming
algorithm over the nice tree decomposition T = (T,B), rooted at a forget node.
For each node x ∈ V (T ), our table fx is indexed by the triple (S,Q, ℓ), where
S ⊆ [p], Q ⊆ Bx, and ℓ ≤ k; our goal is to show that fx(S,Q, ℓ) = 1 if and only
if we can pick vertices of Gx \Bx that hit the parts given by S once, Q has no
vertex in a part in S, and the picked vertices in Gx \Bx, along with the vertices
in Q, can be arranged in ℓ cliques. If Q has a vertex in some part Vj where
j ∈ S, ℓ < 0, or Q has two vertices of the same part of V , we set fx(S,Q, ℓ) = 0.

Leaf node. Since Bx = ∅ and x has no children, we set fx(∅, ∅, 0) = 1.
Introduce node. Let y ∈ V (T ) be the child of x and v ∈ Bx\By. We compute

fx(S,Q, ℓ) according to the following equation, where clique(R) = 1 if and only
if R is a clique; note that if there is some u ∈ R with V(u) ∈ S, then u ∈ Q and
we would have set fx(S,Q, ℓ) = 0.

fx(S,Q, ℓ) =







fy(S,Q, ℓ), if v /∈ Q;

max
{v}⊆R⊆Q

fy(S,Q \R, ℓ− 1) · clique(R), otherwise. (4)

In the first case of Equation 4, any solution to Gx that does not use v, which
is the unique vertex in V (Gy) \ V (Gx) is simply a solution to Gy which was
trivially extended to Gx. For the second case, if v must be part of the solution
G∗

x to Gx and V(v) /∈ S, we must cover v with some clique of Gx but, since
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x introduces v, this new clique R must be formed by vertices of Q, i.e. they
must not have been covered in Gy. That is, G∗

x can be obtained by extending a
solution of Gy that covers Q \R, Gy \By, is S-selective, and uses ℓ− 1 cliques
to do so.

Forget node. Again, let y ∈ V (T ) be the child of x but v ∈ By \ Bx. We
compute the table for x according to the function:

fx(S,Q, ℓ) =

{

fy(S,Q, ℓ), if V(v) /∈ S;

max {fy(S \ V(v), Q ∪ {v}, ℓ), fy(S,Q, ℓ)} , otherwise.
(5)

If V(v) /∈ S, then v cannot be chosen in a solution to Gx that respects
(S,Q, ℓ), so it follows that, to obtain such a solution for Gx, any solution to
Gy that also respects (S,Q, ℓ) will be a solution to Gx under these constraints.
Otherwise, some vertex of V(v) must be covered by the ℓ cliques of Gx; this
vertex could have been v itself, and any solution to Gy respecting (S \V(v), Q∪
{v}, ℓ) can be extended to a solution to Gx that respects (S,Q, ℓ), or this vertex
is not v, but then this vertex is not in Bx nor By, since {v} = By \ Bx and
V(u) ∩ S = ∅ for every u ∈ Q, so any solution to Gy that respects (S,Q, ℓ) will
also be a solution to Gx under the same constraints.

Join node. For a join node x, let y, z ∈ V (T ) be the children of x but
v ∈ By \Bx.

fx(S,Q, ℓ) = max
Sy⊆S

max
Qy⊆Q

max
ℓy≤ℓ

{fy(Sy, R, ℓy) · fz(S \ Sy, Q \Qy, ℓ− ℓy)} (6)

Any solution to Gx under (S,Q, ℓ) can be seen as the union of two partial
solutions G∗

y and G∗
z to Gy and Gz, respectively. In particular, since V (G∗

y) ∩
V (G∗

z) ⊆ V (Gy) ∩ V (Gz) = Bx, only a subset Sy ⊆ S of the parts may have
been hit by the ℓy cliques of G∗

y using Qy ⊆ Q of the vertices of By = Bx, while
the other S \ Sy parts must have been hit by ℓ − ℓy cliques picked by G∗

z using
the remaining Q \ Qy vertices of Bz = Bx. Since this choice of (Sy , Qy, ℓy) is
unknown at first, we must test all O

(

2|S|+|Q|k
)

possibilities.
To read the solution to (G,V , k) we look at the root node r ∈ V (T ). Since

it is a forget node and has no parent, Br = ∅; consequently, Gr = G has a
solution that touches all parts of V if and only if Fr([p], ∅, k) = 1. Since the
most expensive nodes to be computed are the join nodes, it holds that our
algorithm runs in O

(

3t+pk2t2n
)

, where the t2 factor is obtained by computing
the clique(R) function of introduce nodes.

Corollary 8. When parameterized by treewidth and number of colors, Selec-
tive Clique Partition can be solved in FPT time.

Corollary 9. Selective Coloring parameterized by cotreewidth and number
of colors is in FPT.

6 Negative kernelization results

While our previous result about the fixed parameter tractability of Selective
Coloring under distance to cluster implies the existence of an FPT algorithm
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when parameterized by the vertex cover number, nothing was known in terms
of kernelization for either parameter. In this section we show that, for every
fixed k ≥ 1, Selective Coloring does not admit a polynomial kernel when
jointly parameterized by vertex cover and number of parts in the partition;
throughout this section, we refer to this problem as Selective k-Coloring
This implies that Multicolored Independent Set does not admit a kernel
when parameterized by vertex cover and number of color classes, contrasting
with the polynomial kernel for Independent Set parameterized by vertex
cover [13]. We are going to show that the NP-complete problem 3-Coloring
on 4-regular graphs [10] OR-cross-composes [3] into Selective k-Coloring
parameterized by the vertex number and number of parts.
Construction. Let H = (H1, . . . , Ht) be the input instances to 3-Coloring
on 4-regular graphs and (G,V) the instance of Selective k-Coloring we wish
to build. We may further suppose that all t input graphs are simply sets of edges
over the same ground set V (H) = [n]. For each vertex v ∈ V (H), we add the
vertex gadget Gv, which has vertex set V (Gv) =

⋃

i∈[3]Ai(v)∪Ae(v)∪Q(v); its

edges are such that each Ai(v) = {vi(u) | u ∈ V (H) \ {v}}, i ∈ [3] ∪ {e}, is an
independent set, (A1(v), A2(v), A3(v)) is a complete tripartite graph, and Q(v)
is a set of four disjoint cliques Q1,2(v), Q1,3(v), Q2,3(v), Qe(v), each of size k−1,
and no other edges exists. We also partitionGv into the family parts(Gv) so that,
for each u ∈ V (H) \ {v}, {v1(u), v2(u), v3(u), ve(u)} ∈ parts(Gv) and, for each
x ∈ Q(v), we also have {x} ∈ parts(Gv), which implies |parts(Gv)| = n+4k− 5.
An example with n = 5 is given in Figure 2.

ve(a)

ve(b)

ve(c)

ve(d)

Qe(v)

v1(a)

v1(b)

v1(c)

v1(d)

v2(a)
v2(b) v2(c)

v2(d)

v3(a)

v3(b)

v3(c)

v3(d)

Q1,2(v)

Q1,3(v)

Q2,3(v)

Figure 2: Vertex gadget for vertex v ∈ V (H) where V (H) = {a, b, c, d, v}, and
each Qi,j(v) is a clique of size k− 1. Each differently shaped/colored set of four
vertices corresponds to a different part of V .

To obtain (G,V), we begin by adding to G one copy of the vertex gadget
Gv for each v ∈ V (H). Now, for each Hj ∈ H, we add a vertex yj to G, which
we make adjacent to all vertices u ∈ Q(G), where Q(G) =

⋃

v∈V (H)Q(v) and,

for each pair u, v ∈ V (H), if u ∈ NHj
(v), we add an edge between yj and ve(u),

otherwise we add an edge between yj and vi(u), for each i ∈ [3]. Finally, if
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there is some Hj ∈ H where uv ∈ E(Hj), we add edge vi(u)ui(v) to G, for
every i ∈ [3], and set V =

⋃

v∈V (H) parts(Gv) ∪ {Y }, where Y = {y1, . . . , yt}.
Intuitively, by choosing vertex yj ∈ Y to be part of the solution forces us to
only consider the choices in G \Y that are compatible with the edges of Hj : we
cannot pick the excess vertices of Ae(v) corresponding to edges of H , otherwise
{yj, ve(a)} ∪ Qe(v) is a clique of size k + 1, nor can we pick vi(b) ∈ Ai(v)
corresponding to a non-edge of E(Hj), otherwise {yj, vi(b)}∪Qi,ℓ(v) is a clique
of size k + 1. Moreover, note that, since every yj ∈ Y is adjacent to all vertices
of Q(G) and each clique of Q(G), the vertices of G\Q(G) we may pick must be
a single color class in any solution to (G,V), i.e. they must be an independent
set. We formalize this as Observation 10.

Observation 10. In any k-coloring of a subgraph G∗ of G that contains some
yj ∈ Y and Q(G), yj and u ∈ V (G∗) \ {y} have the same color if and only if
u /∈ Q(G).

Lemma 11. (G,V) is a YES instance of Selective k-coloring if and only
if some Hj ∈ H is 3-colorable.

Proof. Let ϕ be a 3-coloring of Hj . We pick a k-colorable subgraph G∗ of
G as follows: begin by adding yj to G∗; now, for each v ∈ V (H), add every
vertex in Q(v) and in Ae(v) \ NG(yj) to G∗. Finally, for each i ∈ [3] and
v ∈ ϕi, add Ai(v) \ NG(yj) to G∗. To see that every S ∈ V has S ∩ V (G∗) 6=
∅, note that, if |S| = 1, S contains a vertex of some clique in Q(G), which
have been picked. Otherwise, either S = Y , which we have hit with yj , or
S = {v1(u), v2(u), v3(u), ve(u)} for some v ∈ V (H) and u ∈ V (H) \ {v}. If
uv /∈ E(Hj), then ve(u) has been picked, otherwise, since v has been colored
with a single color i, exactly one vertex of S is in V (G∗). We now color every
vertex in V (G∗) \ Q(G) with color 1 and, for each v ∈ V (H) and Q ∈ Q(v),
assign one of the remaining k−1 colors to a different vertex of Q. Since Q(G) is
a disjoint union of cliques and only color 1 was used in vertices outside of Q(G),
if I = V (G∗) \ Q(G) is an independent set we are done. So suppose to the
contrary, that there is an edge ab in G∗[I]. By the construction of G, this edge
must be between vertices of different vertex gadgets, say a ∈ Gu and b ∈ Gv

with uv ∈ E(Hj), but it must be the case that a = ui(v) and b = vi(u), which
contradicts the hypothesis that ϕ is a 3-coloring of Hj .

For the converse, let G∗ be a k-colorable subgraph of G and ψ one of its k-
colorings. Note thatQ(G)∪{yj} ⊆ V (G∗) since, for each x ∈ Q(G), {x} ∈ V and
at least one yj must have been picked to hit Y . By Observation 10, we conclude
that V (G∗) \ Q(G) is a color class of ψ. Moreover, V (G∗) ∩ Gv \ Q(v) =
Ai(v) \ NG(yj), since every S ∈ parts(Gv) must be hit and the only vertices
that can be picked are those not adjacent to yj . To obtain the 3-coloring ϕ
of Hj , color v ∈ V (H) with i whenever there is some vi(u) ∈ V (G∗). Since
V (G∗) \Q(G) \ {yj} is an independent set, for every uv ∈ E(Hj) we have that
{vi(u), ui(v)} * V (G∗), so V (G∗)∩Ai(u) = ∅, which implies that u was colored
with j 6= i and, consequently, ϕ is a proper 3-coloring of Hj .

Lemma 12. Graph G has a vertex cover with O
(

kn2
)

vertices and |V| ∈ O
(

n2
)

.

Proof. For the first statement, note that Y is an independent set and G \ Y
depends only on the size n of the input instances: each Gv has |Ae(v)| +
∑

i∈[3] |Ai(v)| + |Q(v)| = 4(n + k − 2) vertices, implying |V (G) \ Y | = 4n2 +
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4n(k − 2). For the latter, we again have |V| = 1 +
∑

v∈V (H) |parts(Gv)| =

n2 + n(4k − 5) + 1.

Theorem 13. For every fixed k ≥ 1, Selective k-Coloring does not admit
a polynomial kernel when jointly parameterized by the vertex cover number and
the number of parts in the partition, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.

Theorem 13 is a directly implied by the previous two lemmas. It is important
to observe that at no point in the proof of Lemma 11 we rely on the fact that
Y is an independent set, the only important feature is that Y ∈ V ; as such we
may encode a member of whichever non-trivial graph class G we desire in G[Y ].

Corollary 14. For every fixed k ≥ 1 and non-trivial graph class G, Selective
k-Coloring does not admit a polynomial kernel when parameterized by distance
to G and the number of parts of V, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.

The most important consequence of Theorem 13, however, is when we fix
k = 1, i.e. we are simply looking for an independent set containing one vertex of
each part of V . This problem is the widely used Multicolored Independent
Set problem and, to the best of our knowledge, the negative kernelization result
under vertex cover we present was not previously known. This is in contrast
with the even more classic Independent Set problem, which was known to
admit a polynomial kernel when parameterized by vertex cover [13].

Corollary 15. Multicolored Independent Set does not admit a poly-
nomial kernel when jointly parameterized by the vertex cover number and the
number of colors, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.

7 Final Remarks

We presented an initial study of the parameterized complexity of the Selective
Coloring problem by showing parameterizations that lead to fixed-parameter
tractability, but also showing that they do not allow us to find a polynomial
kernel for the problem unless NP ⊆ coNPpoly. Specifically, we proved that
it is fixed parameter tractable when parameterized by distance to cluster, by
treewidth and number of parts, and by cotreewidth and number of parts, gen-
eralizing a result of Demange et al. [12] and showing that others are, in a sense,
optimal. Our most interesting contribution, however, is the proof that for every
fixed k ≥ 1, Selective k-Coloring does not admit a polynomial kernel when
parameterized by vertex cover and number of parts unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly,
which implies that Multicolored Independent Set has no kernel under
the same parameterization and assumption. As future work, we would like to
determine how local properties on the parts of V or between the parts may
aid in the design of parameterized algorithms for typically intractable param-
eterizations, specially for the parameterization max leaf number and number
of parts, for which we were unable to design a better algorithm then the one
given in Section 4. We are also interested in investigating the parameterized
complexity of the worst case scenario problem Max Selective Coloring, i.e.
finding a graph that hits every part of V and has maximum chromatic number.
While some of our ideas may translate naturally, the algorithms for treewidth
and cotreewidth seem to break down. It may also be interesting to examine the
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problem from the parameterized approximation point of view, as approximation
was one of the main objectives of previous work on the subject [11, 12].
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